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ABSTRACT – Blood cancer is a disease caused by the rapid cleavage of white blood cells (WBC), 

which increases in the human circulatory system. Furthermore, based on the original nature of WBC 
during cleavage, which is the same as ionic bonds, electric field filtering, and trapping is used to treat 
leukemia patients. The electric field generated by the electrode with an AC voltage source plays a role 
in the migration of the WBC to high electric field intensity. The Quad-electrode field distribution is 
conducted using the Finite Element Method (FEM), and an electric field gradient analysis is conducted 
to determine the effectiveness of each coordinate system. According to the simulation results, the 
second model with an input voltage of 0.68 V has the highest intensity of electric field distribution, with 
an effective depth at Z = 30 mm, and the best coordinate along the X-axis and Y-axis are 30 mm. In 
conclusion, the center of the Quad-electrode system center is the best location for placing filters and 
trapping leukocytes by utilizing electric field distribution on the electrode system for the development 
of blood cancer biomedical therapy technology. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cancer disease is not easily detected at the beginning of its symptoms, hence the number of patients continues to 

increase every year [1]. In medical science, there are 3 main types of blood cancer, namely, Leukemia, Lymphoma 

Myeloma, and Plasma Cell disorders [2]. Leukemia is a metastatic and dangerous disease in the blood-producing organs 

(bone marrow), and lymph system, which results in increased and proliferative problems of the white blood cells. The 

division of the white blood cell division in leukemia patients occurs very quickly, resulting in a high concentration of 

blast cells in the blood [3]. Furthermore, the high levels of blast cells cause many problems in the body and need to be 

reduced, hence normalizing the blood components in the bloodstream. The reduction is achieved by filtering the blast 

cells [4]–[9] because they are larger in size than others (eg, red blood cells and platelets) [10]. Additionally, the filtration 

is continued by trapping the cells using the dielectrophoresis method, to direct the blast cells to the filter area and trap 

them there, hence avoiding the contamination of the filtered blood [11]–[14]. In addition to filtration, the blast cells are 

also being damaged using an AC electric field on the cell membrane [15], [16]. 

Currently, the methods used in the treatment of leukemia are chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and stem cell 

transplantation, which have high costs and few side effects on normal cells. Therefore, as an alternative, the filtration and 

trapping of blast cells are being used. The electric field, apart from being used to trap blast cells, has the ability to penetrate 

the membrane and affect the cell as long as it divides [17]. At low frequencies below 1 kHz, an alternating electric field 

stimulates the tissue through a membrane depolarization mechanism [18]. In addition, it stimulates bone growth and 

accelerates fracture healing [19]. Meanwhile, at high frequencies (above MHz), network heating becomes dominant due 

to dielectric loss. This effect becomes stronger with an increase in the frequency, field intensity, and tissue dissipation 

factor [20], and at intermediate frequencies between (10 kHz to MHz), the alternating electric fields rapidly create nerve 

and muscle stimulation as well as dielectric loss, then reduce heating. It is being observed that low to medium intensity 

[20] and alternating electric fields with a frequency of 100 kHz or above [21] have no significant biological effect. 

Therefore, in this simulation, the frequency of 100 kHz is used as the input parameter of the electric field. 

The inhomogeneous cell motion in an electric field has been studied and it is known as electrophoresis [22]. In 

addition, there are two types of electrophoresis, namely, positive and negative. Positive electrophoresis occurs when the 

particle moves towards an area of the high electric field intensity, while negative occurs when the particle moves towards 

a weak electric field intensity [13]. Huang and Pethig [23], designed an electrode capable of generating negative 

electrophoresis, resulting in 4 electrodes that are used to produces negative and positive electrophoresis. 

Different electrode arrangements are capable of produces several electric field distributions, which however affect the 

movement of the suspended particles. Previously, the distribution of the electric field with 2 electrodes in the blood 

medium was conducted, resulting in the maximum intensity in the area near the electrode (2 areas) and the lowest intensity 

in the middle of the electrode spacing [24]. Existing research only utilizes electric fields for the treatment of tumors in 

the head and has not utilized electric fields for clinical leukemia therapy. The electric field distribution simulation for the 
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treatment of leukemia that already exists utilizes the biological parameters of mice by using the opposite electrode 

configuration only.  

The electric field used for the treatment of leukemia can be developed using a 4-electrode configuration. The addition 

of 4 electrodes was carried out to increase the homogeneity of the electric field and optimize the dielectrophoretic force 

to shift blast cells particles closert to the high intensity field areas to trap them. In addition, variations in the arrangement 

of the electrode polse were carried out on a 4 electrode system. Numerical simulation of the electric field were analysed 

to obtain optimum electric field gradients at input voltage of 0.34 V and 0.68 V. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

Model Schematic 
The schematic model of the simulation starts by taking blood from the body and placing it in a chamber of the 

dimensions 60 × 60 × 60 mm3 as shown in Figure 1, which was selected to simplify the system. Furthermore, The blood 

is given an AC signal with a voltage amplitude of 0.34 V and 0.68 V and the phase difference at each electrode of π/4. In 

this study, variations in the arrangement of electrodes and blood medium are conducted, and In model 1, the poles of the 

same electrode are arranged close to each other. While in model 2, the poles of the same electrode are arranged to face 

each other. In Figure 1, the blue color in the container indicates a positive voltage while the gray shows a negative voltage. 

 

 

Figure 1. The schematic model of the simulation. The blood is 

removed from the body and placed in a container given AC electric 

fields with an electrode arrangement such as model 1 (left) and model 

2 (right). The process is continued by collecting the blood in a bag and 

trans-fused it into the body. 

The area between the electrodes represents a medium filled with normal blood, B lymphocytes, and T lymphocytes. 

Furthermore, the physical parameters used are homogeneous and isotropic electrical properties (relative permittivity) for  

normal  blood,  B lymphocytes, and T lymphocytes with values of 5120, 5063, and 4650 respectively and at a frequency 

of 10 kHz [25], [26]. The electrode is given a positive and negative minimum voltage of 0.34 V which is used as a 

threshold for leukocyte oxidation [27] and a voltage of 0.68 V is used as a variation. 

Simulation Conditions  
The electric field distributions are computed using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.4 software, which is capable of solving 

partial differential equations (PDP) following physical laws using the finite element (FEM) method. In this case, the 

electric field distribution with the COSMOL electrostatic (es) module is determined using the following equation: 

 

∇D = ρV (1) 
 

E = 
D

ε0εr
                                                                                               (2) 

 
E = -∇V                                                                                                 (3) 

 
where D is the electric displacement, ρ is the charge density, ε0 and εr are the vacuum and relative permittivity of the 

medium, and V is the electric potential. The Dirichlet boundary condition allows the application of a constant scalar 

potential (i.e., input voltage) to the surface of the model. In addition, the electric field distribution is identified by  

2-dimensional analysis on the XY cross-sectional plane with a variation of the Z-coordinate (enclosed and not covered 

by electrodes). Then, the electric field is plotted along the Z-coordinate with various points in the XY plane to analyze 

electric field strength with a squared gradient. Subsequently, the electric field is plotted along the fixed X & Y coordinate. 
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

The electric field distribution is compared to the variation and arrangement of the medium as well as the electrode 

respectively (model 1 and 2),  and  the input voltage. This arrangement  determines  the  electric field distribution in the 

system, which is compared to discover a homogeneous model. 

 

 

Figure 2. Electric field distribution for model 1: (a) Z = 10 mm, (b) Z = 20 

mm, (c) Z = 30 mm, (d) Z = 40 mm, (e) Z = 50 mm, and (f) Z = 60 mm 

 

The electric field distribution in model 1 has been plotted on the cross-section of the XY plane by varying the Z-

coordinate with an interval of 10 mm as shown in Figure 2. In general, each increase in the Z value indicates a symmetric 

distribution, whereby the area outside the electrode scope (Z <10 mm and Z > 50 mm) has a low intensity of electric field 

distribution. Meanwhile, the area inside the electrode range (20 mm < Z < 40 mm) has higher intensity of electric field 

distribution, and the center area (Z = 30 mm) has the maximum electric field intensity distribution. Furthermore, the 

distributions for model 2 as shown in Figure 3 have a similar trend to model 1. The area outside the electrode scope (Z < 

10 mm and Z > 50 mm) has a low intensity of electric field distribution, while the area inside the electrode (20 mm < Z 

< 40 mm) has higher electric field intensity distribution, and the area around the center (Z = 30 mm) has the maximum 

electric field intensity distribution. 

 

 

Figure 3. Electric field distribution for model 2: (a) Z = 10 mm, (b) Z =  

20 mm, (c) Z = 30 mm, (d) Z = 40 mm, (e) Z = 50 mm, and (f) Z = 60 mm 

 

 

(b) (c) (a) 

(d) (e) (f) 

(b) (c) (a) 

(d) (e) (f) 
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After determining the electric field distribution of the two models, the results of the area outside, and especially in the 

center of the electrode (Z = 30 mm) are compared. In model 1, high intensity occurs in the electrode area with opposite 

poles, where it has only 4 high-intensity points, and it is not very intense in the middle area of the XY plane, it has a not 

very high intensity. While in model 2, the high-intensity is on the edge with 8 points, and in the center of the XY plane, 

it has the smallest value. Due to several points of high intensity, model 2 has better distribution than model 1, hence it is 

selected for medium and input voltage variations.  

Additionally, model 2 has a unique distribution, where the central area of the XY plane has a minimum intensity, and 

it is used under certain conditions to protect the central area occupied by sensitive tissues against electric fields. 

Bioparticles are sensitive to the presence of electric fields [28] when hitting inappropriately, hence causing damage [29]. 

The sensitivity usually depends on the effect of Joule heating and the intensity of the electric field, therefore model 2 is 

used for minimizing the intensity in sensitive tissues located in at the middle (such as bone marrow as a place for new 

blood cells formation). 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The Electric field distribution of the B lymphocytes (top) and T lymphocytes (bottom) with variations in the 

input voltage: (a) Model 1 with 0.34 V in B lymphocytes outside the electrode scope, (b) Model 1 with 0.34 V in B 

lymphocytes in the center of the electrode, (c) Model 1 with 0.68 V in B lymphocytes outside the electrode scope, (d) 

Model 1 with 0.68 V in B lymphocytes in the center of the electrode, (e) Model 2 with 0.34 V in T lymphocytes outside 

the electrode scope, (f) Model 2 with 0.34 V in T lymphocytes in the center of the elec-trode, (g) Model 2 with 0.68 V on 

T lymphocytes outside the electrode scope, and (h) Model 2 with 0.68 V in T lymphocytes in the center of the electrode. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

(e) (f) (g) (h) 

(i) 

(m) 

(j) (k) (l) 

(n) (o) (p) 
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In the medium and input voltage variations, data samples are obtained from the area outside the scope (Z = 10 mm) 

and in the center (Z = 30 mm) of electrodes of the B and T lymphocytes medium. Figure 4 shows the electric field 

distribution using the electrode arrangement model 2 on B and T lymphocytes medium with an input voltage of 0.34 V 

and 0.68 V. B, and T lymphocytes have different permittivity values, but at an input voltage of 0.34 V, there is no  

significant difference between the two. However, by increasing the voltage to 0.68 V, the intensity in the T-lymphocyte 

medium is higher than that of the B-lymphocyte. The differences are indicated by a red color in the distribution of the T-

lymphocyte medium. This is because the high voltage increases the charge accumulation, then the combination of many 

charges creates a large electric field [30]. The increase in the field value of T lymphocytes is caused by the small 

permittivity. The smaller the permittivity value, the easier the electric field to align its orientation, then the electric field 

will be greater [31]. 

Model 2 has a better and unique electric field distribution than model 1. Also, it has a minimum intensity at the center 

that is useful in the future. Therefore, to determine the distribution at the XY point along the Z-axis which represents the 

container depth, a 1D plotting is being conducted in the XY plane with variations in the Z-axis distance. The XY point is 

taken at the coordinates (10, 10), (10, 30), (10, 50), (30, 10), (30, 30), (30, 50), (50, 10), (50, 30), and (50, 50). Meanwhile, 

the 1D graph of the electric field along the Z-axis can be used to analyze the gradient by looking at its slope. 

The point at the center of the Z axis of the electrode placement, which is at a position of 30 mm, indicates the minimum 

electric field value, while the point very close to the edge of the electrode indicates the maximum electric field value. The 

electric field value is obtained from the calculation of the electric field value at each point along the XY axis from the 

simulation results as shown in Figure 5. There is a change in the electric field gradient to a fairly large position in the area 

around the center of the Z axis. and the optimum electric field gradient at that position occurs due to the destructive 

interference of the AC electric field generated from each electrode placed as shown in Figure 1. 

The electric field gradient along the Z-axis is shown in Figure 5 (a), (b), (c), and (d) for model 2 and Figure 5 (e) and 

(f) for model 1. The Z-axis is optimally obtained at Z = 30 mm as shown in Figure 5, where the maximum electric field 

appears at that point. In model 2, there are 4 points with a maximum distribution in the XY plane, namely (10.10), (10.50), 

(50.10), and (50.50) with values of 43 V/m, 43 V/m, 45 V/m, and 45 V/m respectively. The gradient is observed from Z 

= 0 mm to Z = 30 mm. At Z = 30 mm and above, it shows symmetry with a negative gradient value.  

 

Figure 5. Graph of the electric field in the XY plane concerning the Z-axis, (a) coordinate point (10, 10) of 

model 2, (b) coordinates point (10, 50) of model 2, (c) coordinate point (50, 10) of model 2, (d) coordinate point 

(50, 50) of model 2, (e) coordinate point (10, 10) of model 1, and (f) coordinate point (50, 50) of model 1. 

The gradient value in model 2  is above 0 for all mediums and input voltages, which means a positive slope occurs as 

the depth increases. At coordinates (10.10), the slope at a voltage of 0.34 V in normal blood medium, B cells, and T cells 

are 0.53; 0.53, and 0.58 respectively, while at the input voltage of 0.68 V, the slope is 1.06; 1.07 and 1.16. At coordinates 

(50.10), the slope at a voltage of 0.34 V on normal blood medium, B cells, and T cells are 0.59; 0.59, and 0.65, while at 

the input voltage of 0.68 V, the slope is 1.18; 1.19 and 1.30. At coordinates (10.50) the slope at a voltage of 0.34 V on 

normal blood medium, B cells, and T cells are 0.57; 0.58, and 0.63, while at the input voltage of 0.68 V, the slope is 1.15; 

1.16, and 1.26. At coordinates (50.50) the slope at a voltage of 0.34 V on normal blood medium, B cells, and T cells are 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 
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0.53; 0.54, and 0.58, while at the input voltage of 0.68 V, the slope is 1.06, 1.08, and 1.17. There is a similarity of slope 

in the coordinates (10,10) with (50,50) and (50,10) with (10,50). 

In model 1, at coordinates (10.10), the slope at a voltage of 0.34 V on normal blood medium, B cells, and T cells are 

0.44; 0.44 and 0.48 respectively, while at the input voltage of 0.68 V, it is 0.88, 0.89 and 0.97. At coordinates (50.50) the 

slope at a voltage of 0.34 V on normal blood medium, B cells, and T cells are 0.49, 0.50, and 0.54, while at the input 

voltage of 0.68 V, it is 0.99, 1.00, and 1.00. There is a slight difference for the slope value in model 1 between the 

coordinates (10.10) and (50.50). In comparison between model 2 and model 1, the slope of model 2 has a higher value 

than model 1, hence the gradient value of the electric field for model 2 is greater than that of model 1. For the 0.68 V 

input voltage variation in model 2, the gradient value obtained is higher than 0.34 V, namely above 1 for the entire 

medium, hence model 2 with an input voltage of 0.68 V has a high electric field gradient, which indicates a high change 

in the electric field value with the position. At this point ∇|E2| factor has a high value and allows a large electrophoretic 

force to occur.  

After obtaining the electric field gradient at a certain point in the XY plane with a variation of the Z-coordinate, it is 

plotted on the Z-coordinate at Z = 30 mm along the X-axis and Y-axis at 3 points of 10 mm, 30 mm, and 50 mm with 

input voltage 0.68 V. This graph is used to determine the trend of the electric field along the X and Y-axis used to describe 

how well it moves the blast cell to approach the filter area near the electrode and be trapped there. Figure 6 shows the 

electric field graphs at 10 mm, 30 mm, and 50 mm points for the B-lymphocyte and T-lymphocyte medium along the X 

and Y-axis. It was found that the electric field at the 30 mm point had the best slope for B and T lymphocytes, hence in 

that area, the most optimal electrophoretic force was generated. 

 

 

Figure 6. The distribution of the electric field at the Z-coordinate = 30 mm 

at several points X and Y with an input voltage of 0.68 V and B and T 

lymphocytes mediums: (a) along the X-axis at the point (0, 10); (0, 30) and 

(0, 50), and (b) along the Y-axis at the point (10, 0); (30, 0) and (50, 0) 

Blood contains solid and liquid particles, 55% of blood is plasma, 90% of plasma is water. Furthermore, the remaining 

45% of blood contains three types of cells namely, red blood cells (erythrocytes), white   blood    cells    (leukocytes), and  

platelets [32]. 

Leukemia patients have many immature white blood cells known as blast cells, which are particles suspended in blood 

plasma, such that, the application of an electric field polarizes the particle into dipole molecules, and Coulomb interaction 

occurs between the dipole and the electric field. In a case where there is a non-uniform electric field, the net force moves 

the particle towards or against a high electric field intensity [33]. This leads to electroporation because of the high 

permittivity of the particle to that of the solvent [23]. White blood cells contain T Lymphocytes, B Lymphocytes, 

Monocytes, and Granulocytes with permittivity values of 103.9; 154.4; 126.8, and 150.9 respectively [34], and the 

permittivity of the solvent (water) is 88. Therefore, the white blood cells are suspended in the plasma and an electric field 

is applied, such that the phenomenon of positive electroporation occurs. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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The dielectrophoretic force drives the bioparticles into a high-intensity electric field with the equation,  

 

FDEP=2πεmr3Re (fCM) ∇ |E2|                                                                        (4) 

 
where 𝑟 is the blast cell radius, 𝜀𝑚 is the permittivity of the medium, 𝐸 is the electric field and 𝑓𝐶𝑀 is the Claussius-

Mossoti factor indicated by 

𝑓𝐶𝑀 =
𝜀𝑝

∗ −𝜀𝑚
∗

𝜀𝑝
∗ +2𝜀𝑚

∗                                                                                  (5) 

 

with 𝜀∗ is the complex permittivity of (𝜀∗ =  𝜀 −
𝑖 𝜎

𝜔
), 𝜎 and 𝜔 are the conductivity as well as the angular frequency of 

the source, and 𝑝  and 𝑚  indexes indicate particle and medium. The Claussius-Mossoti factor of white blood cells 

suspended in water at various frequencies is obtained as shown in Figure 7. At a single frequency (100 kHz), the 

Claussius-Mossoti factor is positive, and the system applies a positive dielectrophoretic force such that the parameters 

other than the electric field divergence are constant. Therefore, resulting in the following equation. 

 

FDEP= C ∇ |E2|                                                                              (6)  

 

where C is a constant given by C = 2πεmr3 the electrophoretic force is dominated by the electric field gradient. By knowing 

the distribution of the electric field, which enables knowing the gradient as the spatial coordinate changes. 

 

 

Figure 7. Claussius-Mossoti Factor of B Lymphocytes, T Lymphocytes, Monocytes, 

and Granulocytes suspended in water as measured at various frequencies 

Changes in the electric field in spatial space, as in the 1-dimensional analysis for depth variations obtained the most 

optimal gradient at Z = 30 mm. While for variations of the X coordinates at 3 points namely, Y (10,30 and 50), the optimal 

gradient was obtained at Y = 30 mm, as well as the variation of the Y coordinate at 3 points namely, X (10,30 and 50) 

with an optimal gradient at X = 30 mm. In other words, at a 30 mm depth of Z, X, and Y points, the optimal electrophoretic 

force occurs in the direction of the electrode, as illustrated in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Illustration of the electrophoretic force 

direction of blood particles on a 4-electrode system 
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CONCLUSION  

Differences in the arrangement of the electrodes cause changes in the electric field distribution, which was obtained 

in model 2 with an input voltage of 0.68 V. The electrophoretic force depends on the electric field gradient, and at the 

XY coordinate point with the Z-coordinate variation, the highest gradient is obtained at the coordinates (10.10), (10.50), 

(50.10) and (50.50) in model 2, while in model 1 it is obtained at points (10.10) and (50.50), and the optimal Z-coordinate 

is obtained at Z = 30 mm. Furthermore, along the X-axis and Y-axis, the highest gradient was obtained at a point of 30 

mm, both in the B and T lymphocytes medium with an input voltage of 0.68 V. Consequently, the most optimal model 

for making electrophoretic force is model 2, at spatial position Z = 30 mm with the X-axis and Y-axis at the point 30 mm 

which is also known to be the center of the model. In a situation where an alternating electric field is applied, the cells 

undergo positive electrophoresis which moves the particles towards an area of high intensity near the electrodes and 

allows the particles to accumulate such that, the filter placement is being conducted in that area. 
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